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Diclaimer
We practise law in Italy through Legalstudio Srl, Italian company with registered office Via XXIV Maggio
n. 1, Desio (MB), 20832, Italy.
By consulting this web site it is not provided any legal advice or other professional advice, nor the web site
is used for commercial purposes or transactions with clients.
Legalstudio is not responsible for third party content accessible from this website, and disclaims any liability
with respect to actions or omissions based on the information and the articles contained in this site.
Pursuant to Italian legislation (Legislative Decree 196/2003 as amended - subsequent modifications and
integrations), we inform you that by consulting this site your data may be processed and its treatment take
place at the headquarters of Legalstudio in Desio – Via XXIV Maggio n. 1 and are only handled by technical
staff expressly encharged.
Legalstudio can collect information that by its nature could identify users through processing and association
with data held by third parties.
This type of data includes IP addresses or domain names of computers used by users, the URI (Uniform
Resource Identifier) ??of requested resources, time of request, the method used to submit the request to the
server, size of the file obtained in response, the numerical code indicating the status of response from the
server (successful, error, etc.) and other parameters regarding the operating system and computer
environment.
This data can be used for the sole purpose of obtaining anonymous statistical information about the site and
to check its correct functioning and is deleted immediately after processing.
The data could, however, be used to ascertain responsibility in case of computer crimes against the site.
User registration for access to restricted pages involves the use of data entered by the user for the sole
purpose of the performance of any professional assignment in progress or still to send the same information
may be requested by the user.
The optional, explicit and voluntary e-mail addresses listed on this site involves the acquisition of the
sender's necessary to respond to requests, and any other data included in the message.
Personal data are processed by automated tools for the time strictly necessary to achieve the purposes for
which they were collected.
Specific security measures are taken to prevent data loss, misuse or improper and unauthorized access.
The data collected will be shared with third parties when there is explicit consent from the user about it, or
when such sharing is necessary in order to provide the service required, or when this is necessary to comply
with requests made by judicial or Public Security.
No data from the web service is disclosed.
The subjects whose personal data have been treated, are entitled to obtain confirmation at any time of the
existence of such data and to know its content and origin, to verify its accuracy or request its integration or
updating or correction, pursuant to art. 7 of the Legislative Decree no. 196/2003 as amended (subsequent
modifications and integrations), by sending an e-mail to info@legalstudio.it.
The user also has the right to request cancellation, transformation into anonymous form or block of data in
violation of the law, and oppose any case, for legitimate reasons, to their treatment.
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